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READY TO WEAR
N E W  A R R I V A L





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,490

SWS-ZH-04

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cotton Satin

"Aztec" is sure to revamp  your everyday wardrobe aesthetic 
with its trendy design. The out�t features an ethnic ikat pattern 
printed shirt, paired with �nely stitched plain pants to match. 





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,490

SWS-ZH-01

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cotton Satin

"Onyx" depicts a fashionable yet smart casual design co-ord 
out�t for day-to-day wear. Featuring a black and white 
crosshatch pattern, a trendy kameez with a round daman with 
a smartly stitched straight-cut design paired with a chic style 
shalwar. Your perfect wardrobe essentials for this season.
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,490

SWS-ZH-03

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cotton Satin

"Regal" is a stunning sashiko themed printed shirt and trouser 
out�t. Smartly stitched and featuring a V-collar design paired 
with stylized trouser. An ideal choice to look chic this season.
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,490

SWS-ZH-02

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cotton Satin

"Rhythm" is a stylish teal colour co-ord suit. Featuring  geometrical
pattern texture Printed design , cu�ed sleeves and V-collar 
neckline with button embellishment on the placket, paired with 
smartly designed trousers. 
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,490

SWS-ZH-05

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cotton Satin

"Azure" is a captivating ethnic-themed "IKAT" printed  Co-ord out�t. 
Featuring a double-placket kameez, cu� sleeves and matching 
culottes. A stylish new look, the perfect option for daily wear. 
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READY TO WEAR
N E W  A R R I V A L
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 5,990

AWHB23-3

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cross Hatch

Evergreen is a stunning emerald-green colour co-ord out�t. 
Featuring a straight-cut shirt with running-stitch and fringe 
edges embellishment  along sleeves, placket and culottes 
trousers. A smart-causal contemporary traditional look to style 
this season. 
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 5,990

AWHB23-1

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cross Hatch

Sapphire is a gorgeous blue colour co-ord out�t. The design 
features fashionable �oral eye-let embroidery details along 
sleeves edges, embellished with ladder lace. Paired with straight 
trousers. A chic new style to look amazing in.
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 5,990

AWHB23-4

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cross Hatch

Dune is a exquisite sandy-beige colour co-ord out�t. Features 
spread-collar neckline and shirring sleeves. Paired with straight-
cut trousers. Perfect trendy wardrobe for styling in smart-casual 
and outdoor occasions.
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 5,990

AWHB23-2

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cross Hatch

Pink Luxe is a captivating light-pink colour co-ord out�t.  Featuring 
stylish embroidery details along sleeves edges, and embellished 
running stitch. Paired with cu�ed trousers. A smart and stunning 
causal wardrobe choice to add to your daily wear option.  
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 5,990

AWHB23-5

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cross Hatch

Rosewood is an alluring deep-maroon colour co-ord out�t. 
Features a stylish diamond-shaped "running stitch" grid designing
along the front of the shirt with �ared sleeves. Paired with culotte 
pants.  A striking elegant style, Perfect for day-to-day or smart 
casual wear.
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 5,290

SAWCS-V2-07

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cotton Dyed

Blue Chambray colour basic co-ord out�t. Featuring classic style 
spread collar design, stunning minimalist pintex detailing along
the placket and front, stylized slit sleeves and paired with straight 
trousers. 
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 5,290

SAWCS-V2-01

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
Cotton Dyed

White colour  basic co-ord out�t. Featuring a button-down shirt, 
spread collar, stylized sleeves cu�s, and paired with straight-cut 
trousers. A classic elegant out�t to style for  semi-formal and 
smart casual wear. 
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